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Abstract
The study investigated factors influencing the choice of fish traders’ marketing channel by fish trader and the
determinants of their gross margins. A multistage sampling technique of 115 fish traders was used. Four key
informants and two focus groups participated in the study. A Probit model was used to determine factors that
influenced the choice of fish traders’ marketing channel. Findings from the study revealed that volumes of fish
traded per month, distance to market, membership to a fish marketing organization, payment mode, household
size, presence of other sources of income were statistically significant in determining traders’ choice of
marketing channel. In addition, it was found that a formal trader on average sold 6.882 tons of fish whereas
2.095 tons of fish were sold by the informal trader per month. The study therefore recommends that Informal
traders be clustered into a marketing organisation; through which they can be trained on business diversification,
collective marketing, and group savings to ease access to credit. It is important to eliminate the challenges
encouraging informal cross border fish trade by harmonizing regional fish standards, facilitating exchange and
use of fishery trade information. Further, there is need to strengthen the data collection systems in order to have
accurate estimates on the contribution of fish to trade and food security.
Keywords: channel, fish trade, formal and informal trade, fish market
1. Introduction
Fish trade contributes a total trade value of US$217.5 billion globally (Umaru et al., 2015). In 2014 Africa was at
18% of the intra-regional trade whereas Europe exported 69% to other countries on the continent, Asia had 52%
of intra-regional trade and 50% in North America. This statistics clearly shows that Africa has a low level of
intra-regional trade which could be attributed to the flourishing informal trade which trade goes unrecorded
(Musiitwa, 2016). However, although most Informal trade is illegal because of the unlawful goods like narcotics,
there are also a lot of legal goods that go unreported with intensions of evading tax (Golub, 2015).
In Africa, fisheries and aquaculture sector plays an important role in terms of employment. In 2014, fisheries
employed 12.3 million people with most men carrying out fishing and women mainly in processing Tran et al.
(2016) with a contribution of US$24 billion or 1.26% of the GDP. In East Africa particularly Kenya, fisheries
sub-sector contributed 0.54% to GDP in the year 2013 (Kenya, 2016). Fisheries sub-sector plays an important
role in terms of employment, income, food and livelihood to the riparian communities with the East-Africa
regional total value of about US $ 600 million (Obiero et al., 2014). In Uganda, over one million people are
directly or indirectly employed in the fisheries sector. The sector also accounted for 3.1% of the total national
GDP of Uganda with an export value of US $126,757,000 in 2013 (UBOS, 2014).
In East Africa, Uganda and Kenya are trading partners and trade between the two countries is large and
important to both countries. However, the formal trade link amidst them has been challenged by informal trade
which has resulted into unfair competition to formal traders who pay taxes, thus reducing the incentive of
investing in formal trade thus loss of government revenue, leading to loss of trust by the consumers due to the
uninspected fish sometimes not fit for consumption (Ouma & Hayatudeen, 2015; Ogola, 2010). This exposes
fish trader to low prices as well as losing trust of their consumers. And also affects the quality of data collected at
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the borderr in respect to volumes
v
of fishh exported andd imported in tthe region. Thiis does not onlly affect the qu
uality,
but due to the lower voluumes declared by the traderss and volumes not recorded, rresult into undderestimation of
o the
importancee of the sector to the econom
my thus not prioritized in the national budgget.
A case forr this study is that, fish tradders in Ugandaa have been obbserved to increasingly trade through info
ormal
fish trade channels of a value worth U
US$27.5 millioon in 2011 to U
US $ 37.9 milllion in 2012 (U
UBOS, 2013). And
recently inn 2016, fish was
w reported as the leadingg informally ttraded agriculttural commoddity (UBOS, 2017)
2
Despite thhe benefits in formal marketting channel ssuch as easy aaccess to markket, ease access to credit am
mong
others (Figgure 1).

Figure 1. Trend of innformal fish crooss border tradde

keting
This studyy therefore, invvestigated factoors that motivaate fish traderss to participatee in informal oor formal mark
channel accross Busia borrder.
2. Method
dology
2.1 Area of Study
The study was conducteed at Busia borrder post incluuding unofficiaal routes alongg the Uganda-K
Kenya border. This
border sitee was selected purposively too emphasize inntra-regional fiish trade.
2.2 Researrch Design, Daata Sources annd Collection
Both quanntitative and qualitative
q
appproaches weree used. To gaiin qualitative data a surveyy of key inforrmant
interviewss with border officials and other governnment personnnel was carrieed out followeed by focus group
g
discussionns (FGD). Dataa on trader’s cchoice for markketing channels at Busia Boorder Post werre collected. A total
of 57 Form
mal fish tradeers were randoomly selected from the borrder post and Busia fish maarket Ugandan
n and
Kenyan siide whereas 58
5 Informal fiish traders weere selected using systemattic sampling ffrom the unoffficial
‘panya’ routes and from the national coontrol (border post).
Two instruuments were used
u
for the sttudy, namely tthe semi strucctured and opeen ended quesstionnaires for both
informal aand formal crooss border traaders. The queestionnaire coovered several variables succh as demogra
aphic
characterisstics of the formal and infoormal Cross Boorder traders, socioeconomiic situations, aaccess to resou
urces
and servicces, implicationns and effectss of informal ccross border trrade (ICBT), constraints rellated to ICBT, and
strategies tthey used to ovvercome the coonstraints faceed.
2.3 Analyttical Method
Descriptivve statistics weere generated.. The t-test w
was used to assess whether there are signnificant differe
ences
between soocio-economicc characteristiccs of the fish ttraders. Factorrs such as fishh traders’ levell of education,, sex,
age, houseehold size, maain occupation, fish income and non-fish iincome, size oof capital, voluumes of fish trraded
per monthh and proporrtion of hiredd labor in fiish business w
were considered. Formal or informal trade
characterisstics such as price,
p
volume of fish handlled, and distannce to fish maarket centers, mode of paym
ment,
payment pperiod, marketiing costs, and membership tto fish associaation/group/coooperative markketing organization
and sourcee of market infformation weree analyzed.
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A probit model was used to examine factors influencing traders’ choice to participate in formal or informal cross
border fish trade channel. Following Cragg’s (1971) framework, the ith trader participation decision in the formal
or informal trade can be expressed.
With xi representing a 1 × K vector of factors influencing the participation decision, β is a 1 × K vector of
parameter estimates, εi Represents a random error term that is assumed to be normally distributed as N (0, 1),
P* i represents a latent participating variable.
P* i = βxi + εi

(1)

Pi = 1 if P* i > 0, if trader participates in formal trade

(2)

Participation can be observed as a binary value if:
*

Pi = 0 if P i ≤ 0, if trader participates in informal trade

(3)

The participation model: Pi = α + βi xi + εi was estimated using a probit model with the left hand variable Pi
equal to 1 if a trader sold through a formal channel and 0 if trader sold through the informal channel (Practices
illegal practices like dodging the main border route). Where, Pr(.) is a probability function, xi represents vector
variables of fish trader’s demographic characteristics, fish volumes purchased and marketing channel specific
characteristics such a price, market distance, payment period, and source market information.
Model specification:
pi = ∂ + β1 age + β2 vol + β3 inc + β4 payM + β5 px + β6 sex + β7 HH +
β8 Ami + β9 Mcop + β10 dist + β11 exp + β12 InfoS + β13 educ + εi

(4)

Where, pi = Dependent variable representing participation in formal trade; age = Trader’s age; vol = Total
volumes fish traded per month (Kg); inc = Traders monthly income from other sources (Uganda shillings); payM
= Payment mode; px = Selling price per Kg (Uganda shillings); sex = Gender (1 = male, 0 = female); HH =
Household size; Ami = Access to market information; Mcop = Membership in any fish marketing organization;
dist = Distance to market centers (Kilometers); exp = Experience of the trader; InfoS = Source of market
information (0 = Fellow traders, 1 = Fish traders’ organization); educ = Years fish trader spent in school; xi =
Independent variables for the trade choice decision; βi = Coefficients to be determined; εi = Error term.
The dependent variable in the model was the choice for either formal or informal trade. In this study, the formal
was taken as 1 where all trade activities are licensed, regulated, monitored and the vice versa is true for informal
trade which was taken as 0.
3. Results
Results in Table 1 showed that Formal and Informal traders have almost the same age, experience in fish trade,
and same number of years spent in school. Fresh fish trade is dominated by 84% men which is attributed to the
aggressiveness required in search for market since fish is a perishable product. Furthermore, the results revealed
that 93% of the Tilapia fish traders were married. Out of 115 Tilapia traders 75% of them were wholesalers, and
25% were retailers of which the biggest numbers of the retailers were informal traders. This is so because most
traders from Uganda do not have stalls in Kenya. They therefore, opt for supplying fish to small traders of Kenya.
Most informal traders are retailers, because of the small volumes of fish they trade hence have to maximise
profits by delivering to the consumer.
Results in Table 1 showed that traders participating in formal marketing channel dealt in larger volumes at an
average of 6882.281 Kg per month as compared to their colleagues participating in informal marketing channel
who dealt in 2096.483 Kg per month. This is attributed to the big markets together with high demand that formal
traders target. Formal traders enjoy economies of scale which is attributed to the large volumes fish trade.
Characteristics of formal and informal traders are more less the same. They have almost average age, experience,
spent almost same number of years in school and almost have the same selling price. However, a variation is
observed in size of household which is higher for the informal traders indicating that they have higher demand
for fast money to meet their family’s basic needs as compared to the formal traders.
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Table 1. Socio-economic characteristics of fish traders involved in intra-regional trade across Busia border
Characteristics

Means

t-value

P-Value

33 (9.6)

0.5

0.63

9.789 (3.4)

9.793 (4.1)

0.0

0.99

4.5 (2.0)

6.9 (3.1)

5.2

0.00

Experience

8.8 (6.3)

8.7 (7.4)

-0.1

0.91

Total costs incurred in marketing

55,900,000 (51,100,000)

15,900,000 (17,100,000)

-5.7

0.00
0.00

Formal channel (n = 57)

Informal channel (n = 58)

Age of the Fish trader

32 (8.0)

Number of years spent by Fish trader in school
Size of household

Distance to market centres

132.4 (174.2)

40.0 (66.2)

-3.8

Selling price

9331 (1447.0)

9089 (1908.0)

-0.8

Proportion of hired labour use in business (%)

50.43

50.0

0.44
0.00

Note. Figures in parentheses represent standard deviation.
Formal traders market their fish very far away the border as compared to the informal traders. This is because;
they trade large volumes of fish whose market is small in the nearby markets. Therefore, formal traders look for
large markets where there is an equilibrium point for their stock. In addition, formal traders hire more labour
given that they trade large volumes of fish compared to their counterparts practicing informal trade.
Formal traders incur higher costs compared to informal traders this is attributed to the distance to their market
centres which involves high transport costs. Further still, since they have a small household size, and yet they
trade large volumes of fish, they spend a lot of money on hiring labor for the good running of the business.
3.1 Determinants of Traders Choice of Fish Marketing Channels
Determinants of fish trader’s choice of formal marketing channels were estimated using a probit model as
presented in Table 1. Total amount of fish sold, payment mode, Household size, and Distance to market,
belonging to a fish marketing organization, were found to be significant factors that influenced fish trader’s
choice of the formal marketing channels.
Total quantity of fish traded across the border was found to be positive and significantly influence the choice of
formal marketing channel at (P < 0.01). Implying that a unit increase in the volume of fish traded increases the
probability of the trader to participate in formal marketing channel by 12 percent points. This is so because fish
traders involved in trading large volumes market their fish far away across the border thus fetching them good
incomes and also getting ready market for their fish. Low volumes of fish traded were characteristic of informal
channel participants who were also found marketing their fish in nearby markets just across the border thus
earning low returns as compared to the formal traders. This finding is in agreement with Ayalew (2015),
Nkwasibwe (2014), and Woldesenbet (2013).
The payment mode had a negative coefficient and was significant at (P < 0.01). This implies that non cash
payment mode characteristic of formal marketing channels, would reduce the probability of the trader to
participate in this marketing channel by 0.5 percent points. The negative relationship means that selling on credit
is a de-motivation to traders who are after seeing their business grow. Some of their customers are bad debtors
who never mind paying back what they purchased on credit and end up buying from other traders. This is
actually one of the constraints that were highlighted by the Ugandan traders. Most debtors from Kenya try to
avoid buying from the same source instead they buy from an alternative channel (informal) thereby taking a risk
of buying uninspected fish. This finding is in agreement with Soe et al. (2015) who found out that paddy rice
farmers preferred selling their rice immediately after harvest purposely to meet their basic requirements and also
to clear loans they could have acquired to invest in their farming business.
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Table 2. Determinants influencing Fish Traders’ choice of marketing channels
Variable
Distance to market (Km)
Size of HH
Payment mode (1 = credit, 0 = cash)
Market organisation
Fish stock (Kg)
Age (years)
Gender (0 = male, 1 = female)
Experience (years)
Education (years)
Access to credit (1 = yes, 0 = no)
Source of market information
Number of observation
Pseudo R2
prob > chi 2

Marginal effects
0.003
-0.143
-0.461
0.509
0.124
0.014
0.143
-0.008
-0.030
-0.011
0.127

Stanndard error
0.001
0.034
0.106
0.170
0.026
0.009
0.195
0.016
0.022
0.167
0.225

P-value
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.003
0.000
0.150
0.461
0.612
0.174
0.947
0.572

115
0.6529
0.0000

Source: Survey data 2016.
Results as shown in table 9 also revealed that large families tend to have negative effects on the choice of the
channel traders sell their commodities. This is probably due to the fact that large families place on financial
burden on the traders who require their ready cash payments offered by informal marketing channels hence their
preference for this mode of marketing. This has been suggested by other researchers (Anjani et al., 2011;
Nkwasibwe, 2014) that this is due to the fact that in formal channels the common mode of payment is by credit,
which is not the case for informal channel. This is therefore one of the factors affecting formal trade.
Belonging to fish trader’s organization promotes the choice of formal trade and this was found significant at (P <
0.003). This implies that traders belonging to marketing groups, had a higher probability of choosing the formal
trade channel which is a rational decision. Most of the formal traders that were interviewed were from Busia Fish
Mongers Association (BUFA). This reveals that when these traders are encouraged to form their own
organizations, they will be in position to promote formal trade, since they will have a uniform voice to bargain
for fair taxes, and policies that favor them in general. This finding is in agreement with Sigei et al. (2015) who
indicated that farmers that were in a marketing group were influenced to market in urban markets whereas, those
that were not in the group marketed in local market or at farm gate.
Distance to fish market was significant (P < 0.01) and positively related to choice of fish trader’s marketing
channel. Meaning that a unit increase in the distance to market raises the traders’ probability of participating in
the formal marketing channel by 0.03 percent points. This can be attributed to the large volumes of fish that
traders in formal marketing channel trade. Since formal traders purchase large volumes of fish, they look for big
markets that have an equal demand or even higher than what they have to supply to them. Secondly, markets far
away the border offer higher prices for fresh Tilapia fish.
Fish prices are therefore influenced by demand in those areas which enables them meet their transport costs and
production (FAO, 2014). Martey et al. (2012) found closely similar results in Nigeria’s yam farmers who were
more likely to participate in marketing cooperatives the farther they were from tarmac road. The distance away
from tarmac road was positive and they associated this to higher possibility of farmers selling to export market
relative to brokers. Jari (2009) in South Africa also found contrary results that farmers with good road
infrastructure participated more in Informal markets and not formal markets. He attributed this to lower
transportation costs in access urban markets than their colleagues farther from the tarmac. Generally, the longer
the distance to the market the higher the probability of traders choosing formal marketing channel.
Furthermore, since informal traders purchase small volumes they can easily access market for their fish near the
border. It also suggests that increase in distance to the market center, required one to formalize his business
whereas, short distances to market increased informal trade since most of the traders easily find unofficial routes
to access the nearby markets across the border compared to the formal traders whose fish has to be inspected to
ease its transit to the long distances across the border thus need for all necessary documents. Some informal
traders supply fish to the former participants who do the packaging, icing, and transport it further to Eldoret,
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Nairobi. In turn, after they have been paid, the informal traders acquire salty sundried fish form Lake Rudolf,
and bring it to Ugandan side of the border. Secondly, because most of the informal traders do the marketing in
the Kenyan markets close to the border, fish is found cheaper in the Kenyan side of the border, than it in Uganda.
This therefore, forces formal traders to opt for markets far away across the border for them to realize a good
gross margin. However, this is contrary to the findings of Falkowski et al. (2008), Nkwasibwe (2014), and Soe et
al. (2015) who found out that the nearer the market centers, the more traders/farmers were in position to
participate in formal marketing channel.
4. Conclusion
Traders have almost similar social economic characteristics however, Formal traders have other sources of
Income and small household size compared to Informal traders thus not constrained with the mode of payment.
Cross border marketing channel choice was associated with large volumes of fish traded per month, Distance to
market, belonging to a fish marketing organization, payment mode, Household size, and income from other
sources. When traders operate in a group, they make rational decisions.
5. Recommendation
Uganda has a huge potential for intra-regional fish trade. Nonetheless, there is need for curbing informal trade
across the border through clustering informal fish traders into a marketing group in which they can be trained to,
practice collective marketing, and also diversify their business, plus saving as a group to ease access to credit.
Added to that, there is need to facilitate and promote the availability, exchange and use of fishery trade
information so that cross border fish traders can make use of existing opportunities/infrastructure such as the
One Stop Border Post (OSBP) and the COMESA Simplified Trade Regime (STR). With the introduction of
OSBP at Busia (Uganda/Kenya) border, there is reduced time spent at border and costs involved in border
crossings because goods and passenger vehicles only stop once at the border as they exit one country and enter
another at the same time. Further, the COMESA STR allows goods less than value of USD2,000, sold within
COMESA countries to be cleared at the border without paying tax. The STR also has a trade information officer
who assists in filling in of forms and also with any inquiries traders have for example on goods that are eligible
for STR, certificate of origin among others. Mussa et al. (2017) in assessment of informal cross border fish trade
in southern Africa reports that cross border fish traders use informal routes because they are put off by complex
trade requirements, corruption, and other inefficiencies at the border crossings.
Governments and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) need to facilitate the formulation and
implementation of regional harmonization of policies, certification procedures and standard regulations in order
to effectively support fish traders especially women to competitively engage in intra-regional fish trade activities.
The study indicated that Kenya and Uganda have different fish standards regulating intra-regional fish trade. For
instance, Kenya allows sell of small/juvenile fish whilst Uganda does not. Therefore, if the two countries, and
other Member States in the East African Community (EAC) can work together in making universally accepted
fish standards in the region, it will encourage more fish traders in participate in cross border trade formally.
There is also need to enhance the data collection systems. The study revealed that 2.095 tons of fish were sold by
the informal trader per month at Busia border, and yet this has not been recorded in the national statistics.
Improved data collection system on intra-regional fish trade will enable Governments to have accurate trade
information on the contribution of fish to trade and food security both at national and regional level.
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